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Elliott’s New EPIC Track Solution Provides Any Organization the Ability to Build Custom
Tracking Scenarios for Everyday Use
Organizations of all types can enhance their current identity program by adding Elliott’s EPIC
Track Solution to track people, places and things for specific events or routine tracking. EPIC
Track is a secure and effective accountability solution that allows authorized users to build
customized tracking scenarios and generate reports on all activity by simply using a handheld
device and access to a cloud server.
St. Louis, MO September 14, 2012 - Elliott Data Systems, Inc., an expert in the development
and integration of the Mobile Solutions™ line of identification, accountability, and tracking
solutions, released their new EPIC Track solution today. EPIC Track is a universal tracking
solution that simply consists of an EPIC Track handheld and EPIC Track Cloud Server used to
capture and manage data on people, places and things. The unique features in EPIC Track allow
users to start small and scale their system up easily. EPIC Track Cloud Server provides the
backbone of the solution, allowing for easy deployments with no special server infrastructure
required for site and reporting accessible from virtually anywhere.
This is an off the shelf solution that delivers preloaded EPIC Track Handhelds, that work both onand off-line, and access to the EPIC Track Cloud Server via internet connectivity. With a flexible
and user friendly interface, authorized personnel can choose from a variety of options within the
administrator module to configure tracking scenarios and begin tracking within minutes. These
administrative options also allow users to generate specific reports during or after an event. EPIC
Track Handhelds have the ability to support virtually all formats including 1D & 2D barcodes, QR
tags, and MiFare, Moca and DesFire cards. Data used to build lists in EPIC Track Server can
come from existing ID Systems, CSV files, BadgePass, or other ODBC sources. An automated
data acquisition interface provides a powerful foundation for building “lists” of people, places, or
things to be tracked.
About Elliott Data Systems, Inc.
Elliott Data Systems, Inc. is a Mobile Solutions™ systems developer and integrator with expertise
in deployment of Mobile Security, Positive ID, Accountability and Tracking Solutions. The EPIC
Track Solution is now available to purchase through Elliott Data Systems or a number of business
partners located throughout the United States. Elliott and their Certified Solution Partners are
trained and certified to provide professional services including consultations, user training and
technical support for Elliott Mobile Solutions™ identification and accountability solutions. To learn
more, contact Jason Rezabek, Mobile Solutions Sales Manager 1-888-345-8511
jrezabek@elliottdata.com or visit www.elliottmobilesolutions.com to find a Certified Mobile
Solutions Provider near you.
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